Automatic Adjustable Width Chuck
For Model D70/LTX/LTW Tire Uniformity Machines
With the increased popularity of high performance tires and light truck tires with
wider treads, it is necessary to check these variable rim separation tires to obtain
accurate and repeatable tire uniformity. With a ﬁxed nose cone chuck, it is
necessary to use a set of rims manufactured with the proper separation. This
creates added expense to purchase the rims as well as added time to change the
rims. The automatic adjustable width chuck allows the same set of rims to be
used at diﬀering width settings by adjusting the chuck width instead of changing
to a diﬀerent set of rims for each tire type.






Increases spindle bearing life by limiting axial force.
Run eleven diﬀerent width settings with one set of rims.
Eliminates rim changeover time.
With remote tire code reader, width adjustments can be made on the ﬂy.
Requires no additional cycle time.

Automatic Adjustable Width Chuck
The automatic adjustable width chuck uses
a spring-loaded nose cone along with a
servo system that adjusts and maintains the
chuck width at the desired setting. Chuck
width range is from 0 to 2 ½ inches in ¼ inch
increments. This system reduces the need
to change rims (on ﬁxed chuck machines) or
nose cones (on manual adjustment chuck
machines) to dramatically decrease tire
changeover time.

Two Ways to Control
The automatic adjustable width chuck is controlled in two ways, depending on
the type of machine controller used on your machine. On machines using the
TQC controller, the chuck width is controlled by the computer according to the
width settings in the tire codes. The correct width is automatically set when
the tire code is selected. On machines using a tire identiﬁcation system, the
system allows tires of varying widths (with the same bead diameter) to be run
consecutively based on the identiﬁed tire code.
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